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Abstract

In the Early Vedic language, we encounter two different systems of active vs. middle voice and valency oppositions. The emergence of many thematic Vedic transitive active forms (e.g. *īrāya-* ‘to raise sth. or so.’) is obviously innovative and secondary when compared to labile, and formally more archaic athematic active forms (e.g. *iyar-* ‘to rise, to raise sth. or so.’). On this basis, it has been claimed that the original voice distinction was mainly driven by agency (i.e., volition, control, responsibility and animacy), whereas the secondary voice opposition was driven by transitivity distinctions and direct and indirect reflexive middle semantics (Pooth 2012, 2014). In this article, another verb in question, namely the psych verb *juṣ*- ‘to enjoy, to please’, will be examined as a parallel case to further discuss the general developments in the Vedic verb system, which are part of the general decline of lability and the increase of verb forms specified for transitive vs. intransitive behavior within Vedic (Kulikov 2014, 2012, 2006). This article will show that the Sanskrit psych verb *juṣ*- ‘to enjoy’ and ‘to please’ exhibits converse lability in Early Vedic Sanskrit, whereas it does not behave like this in Epic Sanskrit. The syntactic and semantic behavior of forms of *juṣ*- in both periods of Sanskrit will thus be compared.
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0. Introduction

The major aim of this paper is to show that the Sanskrit psych verb1 *juṣ*- ‘to enjoy’ and ‘to please’ exhibits converse lability in Early Vedic Sanskrit, whereas it does not behave like this in Epic Sanskrit any longer. For the defining features of converse lability see Letuchiy (2009). The phenomenon under investigation

---

1 The meaning of a psych verb typically includes the roles of experiencer and stimulus.
will be defined, described, and examined here in detail. Although this type of polysemy ‘to enjoy’ and ‘to please’ was noticed earlier by Monier-Williams (1899: 424 s.v.), the meaning ‘to please’ is often not taken into account in recent translations of the Vedic texts. It was obviously overlooked by Werba (1997: 187). Moreover, it has not been taken into account within the field of Indo-European etymology (see LIV s.v. *ǵeus-). For instance, Mayrhofer (1992: 599) does not mention it. The entry in Monier-Williams (1899 s.v.) has been copied on various occasions, which is why the meaning ‘to please’ is also mentioned, e.g., on the TITUS homepage.

The major aim of this paper is to show that, when compared to English semantics and syntax, the verb in question (*jus-*) is polyconstructional in the sense that it occurs in ten different constructions without any change in voice and valency morphology, both with middle and active forms (e.g. middle *jusānta*, or active *jósati*), which do not mark any functional distinctions in the paradigm of this verb in the early Vedic language (Pooth 2014). At that stage, the verb occurs in multiple constructions that modify the verb meaning with regard to what valency morphology usually does, whereas we cannot find converse lability and most of the earlier constructions in the later Epic Sanskrit period, and there is no such modification of the verb meaning any longer – except for the one that is generally initiated by the regular causative derivation (Lubotsky 1989; Jamison 1983). Thus, the goal here is to show that this verb shows colexification (as defined by François 2008)\(^2\) of ‘to enjoy’ and ‘to please’ and concomitant converse lability in the early language but is narrowed down to a normal transitive verb ‘to enjoy sth. or so.’ in later stages so that colexification is no longer existent. The verb’s converse lability is illustrated in Figure 1. Its lexical meaning involves two semantic roles, experiencer and stimulus. The arrows symbolize the direction of the causation chain. The event itself is taken as starting with its cause (sc. the causation caused by the stimulus), then going over to the one who is affected by the cause.

The large bulk and focus of this paper is empirical and philological. It is nevertheless meant to be a contribution to the synchronic and diachronic typology of crosslinguistic patterns of multiple constructions and the typology of lability and its diachrony in general (Barðdal 2006, 2008; Bauer 2001; Beavers 2006; Croft 2001; Dowty 1991; Goldberg 1995; Härtl 1999; Jacobs 1994, 2009).

---

\(^2\) This type of polysemy can roughly be defined as a type of semantic underspecification. It involves a superordinate lexical meaning with subordinate contextual meanings, e.g. when a language has only one superordinate verb with both meanings ‘to kiss, to sniff’ instead of the two more specific verbs ‘to kiss’ vs. ‘to sniff’ in English.
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The gods enjoy the offering

experiencer ← stimulus (a subordinate role of the cause role)

the songs please you

stimulus (~ cause) → experiencer

Figure 1.

Kutscher 2009; Rappaport & Levin 2005). The main body of this article will thus be a synchronic description of the semantic and syntactic behavior of the psych verb \textit{juṣ-} in Early Vedic. I will then compare the situation of the early language with the one that is attested in Epic Sanskrit in the second part. This section is meant to illustrate the decline of polysemy and lability from Early Vedic to later periods on the general example of \textit{juṣ-}. Thus, finally, I will give an outline of the diachronic development of this verb from the earlier period to Epic Sanskrit from this perspective with a brief focus on textual frequency.

I follow the chronology of the Vedic texts put forward by Witzel (1989: 124–127, 1997), Kümmel (2000: 5ff.), Dahl (2010), among others. Early Vedic is generally considered as being the language of the \textit{Ṛgveda-Saṃhitā} (RV), especially the one of the family books, Oldenberg’s (1888, 1912) extended core RV 1.51-191, 2-7, 8.1-66, and presumably several parts of RV 9 as well, since RV 9 is a special collection (of hymns to Soma). I make use of the philological text sigla, cover-symbols, abbreviations, and the usual linguistic glosses that are conveniently agreed on in Vedic philology and linguistics (e.g. RV, AV etc.). The term “Late Early Vedic” may be used to refer to the language of RV 1.1-50, 8.67-103, RV 10, and presumably some parts of RV 9. These parts constitute an intermediate period between the Early Vedic period and what may be termed “Early Old Vedic”. Old Vedic is the language of the subsequent Mantra period, datable to around 1150 BCE with the beginning of the iron age, see Witzel (1997: 280).3 The Mantra period includes the following Vedic texts: RV-Khila (Scheffelowizt 1906), SV, AV, YV (MS, KS, TS, KpS, VS) (Witzel 1997: 268; Kümmel 2000: 5ff.). “Early Old Vedic” may be an appropriate term for the language of the oldest sections of these texts, including AVŚ 1-5, AVP 1-15, which is very close to “Late Early Vedic”, if not even the same language. Early and

---

3 “Content and structure of AV and PS led to the assumption that AVŚ 1-5 / PS 1-15 are the oldest part of the collection. However, even the second part, AVŚ 8-12 / PS 16-17 can now be shown to be of considerable age: The mentioning of iron at AVŚ 13.3.7 = PS 16.53.12 and AVŚ 9.5.4 = PS 16.97.3 would indicate a date \textit{ad quem} for these hymns” (Witzel 1997: 280).
Old Vedic taken together can thus be dated to the period between the 14th century and 1000 BC(E), whereas Late Vedic is the term for the language of the subsequent period from around 1000 to ca. 500 BCE. The time-line for our purposes is thus from around somewhat before 1000 BCE to around 400 BCE, where Epic Sanskrit was in use, which is the Sanskrit from around the Classical literary period, thus mainly the language of the Mahābhārata and the Rāmāyaṇa and the subsequent body of Classical Sanskrit literature.

1. **Synchronic behavior in the early language**

The following list provides a preliminary overview of the constructions found with the psych verb *juṣ-* in the Early and Old Vedic period (RV, AV etc.). I make use of S as an abbreviation for subject indexing. As a rule, the nominative subject is indexed by inflectional portmanteau suffixation to an aspect and mood verb stem (e.g. the aorist stem *juṣá-*), which thus specifies the respective person, number, voice, tense, aspect, and mood category.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Construction</th>
<th>Translation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td><em>juṣasva</em>&lt;sub&gt;S&lt;/sub&gt; <em>yajñám</em>&lt;sub&gt;ACC&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>'enjoy the offering!'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td><em>juṣanta</em>&lt;sub&gt;S&lt;/sub&gt; <em>tanūas</em>&lt;sub&gt;ACC&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>'they enjoy (their) bodies (sc. themselves)'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td><em>jujuṣāṇás</em>&lt;sub&gt;NOM&lt;/sub&gt; <em>ándhasas</em>&lt;sub&gt;GEN&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>'enjoying (a portion) of herb'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td><em>juṣasva</em>&lt;sub&gt;S&lt;/sub&gt; <em>stómam</em>&lt;sub&gt;ACC&lt;/sub&gt; <em>tanúā</em>&lt;sub&gt;INS&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>'enjoy the praise with thy body!'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td><em>juṣasva</em>&lt;sub&gt;S&lt;/sub&gt; <em>tanía</em>&lt;sub&gt;ACC&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>'enjoy or please (your own) body'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td><em>yajñás</em>&lt;sub&gt;NOM&lt;/sub&gt; <em>joṣati</em>&lt;sub&gt;S&lt;/sub&gt; <em>tvé</em>&lt;sub&gt;LOC&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>'the offering will please you'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td><em>juṣāṇás</em>&lt;sub&gt;NOM&lt;/sub&gt; <em>arkaíṣ</em>&lt;sub&gt;INS&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>'pleased by the songs'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td><em>té</em>&lt;sub&gt;NOM&lt;/sub&gt; <em>juṣántām</em>&lt;sub&gt;S&lt;/sub&gt; <em>mā</em>&lt;sub&gt;ACC&lt;/sub&gt; <em>páyasā</em>&lt;sub&gt;INS&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>'let them give &amp; please me with cream-milk'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td><em>ṛṭava</em>&lt;sub&gt;NOM&lt;/sub&gt; <em>nas</em>&lt;sub&gt;ACC&lt;/sub&gt; <em>juṣantām</em>&lt;sub&gt;S&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>'the seasons shall please us (with something)'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td><em>odanas</em>&lt;sub&gt;NOM&lt;/sub&gt; <em>juṣate</em>&lt;sub&gt;S&lt;/sub&gt; <em>devā</em>&lt;sub&gt;ACC&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>'gruel is given to &amp; pleasures gods'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2.

---

4 This dating is indicated by the personal name *Subándhu-* (attested in RV 10.59–60) and the compound *ṛṣevā-ratha-* (RV 5.61.13). The same personal names *Šu-ba-an-du, Tu-iš-e-rat-ta, Tu-uš-rat-ta* are attested in Hittite-Mitanni documents (around 1400 BCE).
Judging from what is in the Early Vedic texts and contexts it is not evident that the semantics of the verb *juṣ- includes an experiencer that is likewise an agent and thus agentive. Migron (1990) made such a claim by translating this verb with ‘to favour something or someone, to choose something or someone’ which implies volition and control of an agent role. His suggestion has already been dismissed by the LIV (page 166), who themselves erroneously allege that *juṣ- would only mean “Gefallen finden an (jemandem oder etwas)” corresponding to English ‘to take pleasure in something or someone’. However, as the examples given below will demonstrate, such assumptions are insufficient. This also holds for the usual etymology of *juṣ- and the reconstructed lexical meaning of the corresponding Proto-Indo-European verb *ǵeus- “etwas kosten” (LIV: 166), which is likewise insufficient. The meaning of *juṣ- is not necessarily restricted to agentive meaning and can involve a semantically inanimate masculine cause in the nominative case, e.g. yajñas ‘offering’, as confirmed by the construction with locative of experiencer in the examples that will be discussed further below.

It is relevant to address the descriptive fact that no construction among the many constructions in Early Vedic can be regarded as a straightforward “underlying” construction without serious definitory contradictions and evidentiary problems. Although the construction with accusative of stimulus, which is labeled “construction 1” here, is much more frequently attested than any other, this finding does not necessarily or automatically entail that it must have the status of an “underlying” construction, if the encoding is not structurally different from the other constructions; and this is a quite general claim (also put forward in Pooth 2014). Although Early Vedic is a language with nominative and accusative alignment, there is no basis other than simple token frequency for considering the nominative and accusative construction the “underlying” transitive construction; and there is no basis for any “transformation” rules on the syntactic level by which other constructions are “formally derived” from a syntactically “formally basic” construction. However, simple token frequency cannot be a sufficient indication that a specific construction represents that kind of “pravity” over other constructions. We definitely need additional formal and struc-

---

5 This is a descriptive point. The most frequent construction in Vedic can be defined as “basic” only if defined as “most frequent” but not if defined as “including less morphological or syntactic overt markers”. English he pleased her → she was pleased (by him) is “asymmetrically marked” because the passive form was please-d involves more overt morphological markers: it contains an auxiliary, the root, a suffix, whereas the active form please-d only contains the root and a suffix. Different from English, the Vedic constructions 1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 7, 9, 10 can be described as “symmetrically marked” because the number of overt morphological and syntactic markers is equal.
tural criteria, e.g. structural differences in the number of additional markers; e.g. in the case of the English passive derivation she was please-d by his presence, which contains additional morphological material (was, by) when compared to its basic construction his presence please-d her. However, as the case forms and the verb forms of the Early Vedic constructions 1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 7, 9, 10 show, there is not a single sign of any marker in Early Vedic that can be indicative of their status as “formally derived or transformed” constructions. Exceptions might be constructions that show a reflexive marker tanū- ‘body’ or ‘own body’. However, since this marker is a regular feminine content noun in the accusative case, these constructions may also be taken for instances of the regular nominative and accusative construction 1. Opposed to verbs that are underspecified as to the exact number of participant roles, such as standard labile verbs like to break in English, Early Vedic juṣ- had a minimum of two participants and was perhaps obligatorily constructed with a form of the mentioned noun tanū- ‘body, one’s body’ to indicate the direct reflexive reading. However, any proof of such a restriction must be left to others (on reflexivity in Vedic see Orqueda 2019; Kulikov 2007).

We might as well use the term “non-directional” to classify psych verbs like juṣ- that show converse lability. This notion implies that the causation force of the event lacks any lexically fixed direction from (←) or towards (→) the participant coded by the nominative form. This phenomenon is just another view on converse lability (Letuchiy 2009). It should be kept in mind that the linguistic term “conversion” is used to refer to a very different phenomenon and may easily be confused with “conversity”, whereas a term transitivity direction is already in use by other linguistic traditions (e.g. in Algonquian linguistics). In any case, since the term labile is used to classify verbs whose verb forms can be used in different syntactic constructions (and is typically used for verbs whose verb forms can occur both in transitive and intransitive constructions) without any additional valency-changing morphology, this term is quite appropriate for the phenomenon in question. Thus, we might as well term converse lability non-directional lability. The gist of this phenomenon is a general underspecification of the nominative and other cases with regard to a lexically fixed linking of roles to case forms that occur in constructions of the given verb forms, thus re-

6 I am indebted to Verónica Orqueda (Pontificia Universidad Católica de Chile) for sharing her data on juṣ- with me and for our discussion on this matter.

7 Lexically “fixed” in the sense that the nominative subject can only be the experiencer or stimulus in the “basic” transitive construction (as in English, whereas this is not the case in Vedic).
alizing their arguments. This phenomenon can be illustrated by the schemes given in Figures 3 and 4 below.

\[
\begin{array}{ccc}
\text{NOM} & \text{direction} & \text{ACC} \\
\text{the gods} & \text{enjoy} & \text{the offering} \\
\text{experiencer} & \leftarrow & \text{cause (stimulus)} \\
\text{the songs} & \text{please} & \text{you} \\
\text{stimulus} & \rightarrow & \text{experiencer}
\end{array}
\]

Figure 3.

\[
\begin{array}{ccc}
\text{NOM} & \text{direction} & \text{oblique} \\
\text{devā́sas} & \text{juṣánta} & \text{yajñám (ACC)} \\
\text{experiencer} & \leftarrow & \text{cause (stimulus)} \\
\text{girah} & \text{juṣánta} & \text{tvé (LOC)} \\
\text{stimulus} & \rightarrow & \text{experiencer}
\end{array}
\]

Figure 4.

It is a well-known fact that psych verbs like German jemanden (dative) gefallen ‘to please someone’ often display a lexically fixed direction, although the direction itself can considerably vary among languages (Härtl 1999; Kutscher 2009). Such verbs are termed directional psych verbs here. Such verbs are well-known – just compare English to enjoy something with experiencer subject to to please someone, where the subject can only indicate the stimulus and the object can only indicate the experiencer, as illustrated (see Figure 3). Whereas English makes use of two different verbs, Early Vedic thus simply makes use of only one underspecified verb juṣ- and specifies the subordinate meanings by means of various syntactic constructions, as illustrated. It follows from this that there is no need for a passive derivation for this verb in Early Vedic, which conforms to the lack of a passive stem in the Vedic texts (Kulikov 2012). Suffice it to say, finally, that contrary to labile transitive and intransitive verbs, Early Vedic juṣ- does not display any intransitive meaning because minimally two participant roles (i.e. experiencer and stimulus) are lexically fixed in the verb semantics. Thus, if lability was only defined as referring to verbs with both a transitive and intransitive meaning, the verb juṣ- could not be labeled labile in this sense,
simply because it has no such polysemy. The difference between the two English psych verbs and the Vedic verb can be summarized as follows.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{non-directional experiencer} & \leftrightarrow \text{stimulus verb} & \text{Vedic } \text{juṣ-} \\
\text{directional NOM experiencer} & \leftarrow \text{(from) stimulus verb} & \text{English to enjoy} \\
\text{directional NOM stimulus} & \rightarrow \text{(to) experiencer verb} & \text{English to please}
\end{align*}
\]

For further clarification, it is important to recall that Early Vedic is a language that allows pro-dropping and omission of the core arguments in all their case forms and all other case forms, if pragmatically possible. In other words, there seems to be no such thing as necessary complementation in Early Vedic, and all syntactic argument slots can be left unoccupied/zero. This claim has recently received a brief investigation (Pooth 2014), but we do not need to go deeper into this matter here, and this remark should suffice the present purpose.

Finite verb forms and participle forms of the verb *juṣ-* occur in the ten constructions given below. They are numbered 1 to 10 (see the overview above). The relevant constructions will be illustrated in more detail throughout the following sections. Construction 1 with NOM experiencer and ACC stimulus is the most frequently attested.

I use the standard glosses NOM for nominative, ACC for accusative, LOC for locative, GEN for genitive, and INS for instrumental. Only the relevant glosses will be indicated in order to save space, and the irrelevant forms in the examples will only be translated.

### 1.1. Construction 1: NOM enjoy ACC

Construction 1 is found often in the Vedic texts. Examples are:

1.1. Construction 1: NOM enjoy ACC

1.1. RV 6.16.8

táva prá yakṣi saṃdhyām utá krātum sudānavaḥ | your forth sacrifice overview:ACC and.also resolve:ACC well:giveing:NOM
viśve juṣanta kāmināḥ || all:NOM enjoy:3PL.AOR.MID loving:NOM
‘Sacrifice forth! As for your overview and your intellectual resolve (ACC) as well, all the well-giving ones enjoy it, the loving ones.’
(2) RV 9.102.5
asyā vraté sajōṣaso
his commandment:LOC one:accord:NOM
viśve devāsō adruḥaḥ |
all:NOM gods:NOM without:deceit:NOM
spārhā bhavanti rāntayo [Ø] juṣánta yāt ||
desirable:NOM become pleasures:NOM enjoy:3PL:AOR:MID when

‘Under his (sc. Somas) commandment are all the gods of one accord and without deceit. Desirable become (his) pleasures when they enjoy (him or them).’

(3) RV 10.81.7c
sá no viśvāni hávanāni joṣad (= sandhi for joṣat)
he:NOM of:us all:ACC oblations:ACC enjoy:3SG:AOR:SUBJ

“He will take pleasure in every oblation of ours” (Jamison & Brereton 2013: 1515).

(4) RV 7.59.9(a)b
hāvir ’ márutas táj jujuṣṭana |
libation:ACC Maruts:NOM this:ACC enjoy:3PL:PERF

‘The Maruts (sc. storms-gods) have enjoyed this pouring oblation.’

1.2. NOM enjoy ACC (own body)

Construction 2 is corresponding to direct reflexive constructions in other languages. In Vedic, the construction involves the use of a noun ‘body, own body’ (for strategies to encode reflexivity in Vedic and a discussion of this construction see Orqueda 2019: 118; 175; Pooth 2014; Kulikov 2007). Although ‘to enjoy one’s own body’ is still a proper translation of this construction and the noun is still a full feminine content noun, “a supplementary reflexive sense cannot be ruled out” (Orqueda 2019: 160). According to Kulikov (2007), this can be a case where the ‘body’ word tanū́- would additionally work as an intensifier that highlights the co-reference of the referents in the nominative and the accusative. This is not the place to go into any discussion about any more detailed function of the ‘body’ word here (but see Orqueda & Pooth forthc.).
In his (Agni’s) flight, with a horse-bottom (sc. with horses at the bottom), the reddish ones (sc. flames) enjoy (their) bodies in the womb of the (ritual and cosmic) order.

For more examples of this construction see, e.g., Orqueda (2019: 57, 117).

1.3. NOM enjoy or please ACC (own body)

Construction 3 may be an instance of construction 2. However, it is separated here because it is still possible that there be a slight meaning difference in agency of the subject participant. The subject of construction 3 can be a more causing agent (stimulus) than the the subject of construction 2 above:

O Agni, enjoy (or please) thy body!”

According to Orqueda (2019: 118) the lexical value of the ‘body’ word is never entirely lost. If the body itself can be regarded as the stimulus causing pleasure, a translation with ‘enjoy thy body’ will be adequate. Orqueda argues that that the most typical source of pleasure here is not the body, but a rite element. However, it is still possible, in my view, that Agni is a causing agent that stimulates his own body here.

1.4. NOM enjoy ACC with INS (own body)

Construction 4 is an extension of construction 1:
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The more recent translation takes the instrumental singular form tanvā as belonging to the vocative “o well-born in your body” (Jamsion & Brereton: “Take pleasure in my praise song as (you would) in your own birth, as in your own lineage, o Agni, well born in your own body”), but this is problematic because the expectation is that this form be in the locative case rather than the instrumental. This translation is not necessarily the only correct one, as the ‘body’ can also indicate the pathway the pleasure takes through the body of Agni here. The passage is thus also understood by Geldner (RV): “Agni, freue dich am eigenen Leibe über mein Loblied wie über die Geburt des leiblichen Sohnes, du Edelgeborener.” Since Early Vedic noun phrases can be discontinuous, the case is actually undecidable here. This is why this construction has to be listed as a separate construction here. Construction 4 is an extension of construction 1 with additional instrumental case form of the own body. It is separated here because it involves an additional case form.

1.5. NOM enjoy GEN (partitive)

Construction 5 has genitive instead of accusative:

(8) RV 2.36.3c

āthā mandasva jjuṣāṇó ándhasas
and.now intoxicate:2SG.PRS.IMP enjoy:PERF:PART:NOM herb:GEN
‘And now intoxicate yourself, having enjoyed (from) the herb!’

Construction 5 is confirmed by additional attestations in in RVKh (Schefte- lowitz 1906) and AV. The passage AVP 2.50.1 is quoted below. It is conclusive
that the construction with genitive was in full use by Early and Old Vedic speakers. The following example has no glosses because it is meant as a quotation.

(9) AVP 2.50.1

agniṃ vayaṃ trātāraṃ havāmahe 'ya imaṃ trāyātā asmād yakṣmād asmād āmayataḥ juṣāṇo agnir ājyasya ' trātā trāyatāṃ svāhā

“Agni rufen wir als Beschützer an, welcher ihn hier beschützen wird vor dieser Auszehrung hier, vor dem, was da weh tut; am Opferschmalz Gefallen findend soll Agni (ihn) als Beschützer beschützen; “svāhā”” (Zehnder 1999: 117, bold type mine).

1.6. NOM please LOC

1.6.1. On RV 10.105.8

A detailed discussion of construction 6 is important for our purpose here. The following examples confirm that the meaning of juṣ- is not necessarily restricted to agentive meaning and can involve a semantically inanimate masculine cause, e.g. yajña-m. ‘offering’. The issue was mentioned above. Recall that the form jóṣati was regarded as a locative singular masculine form of the participle by Oldenberg (1912), but the active participle is not attested elsewhere, and the context of RV 10.105.8c clearly shows that it must be a finite verb form. It corresponds to the active subjunctive form given in example (3) above and confirms that the active forms behave exactly like the middle forms. As illustrated in examples (10) and (11) below, the same behavior holds for the perfect active forms. In other words, there is only a formal, but not a functional, voice distinction found in the paradigm of this verb. I will come back to this interesting matter immediately after the discussion of the example. I will not gloss the active voice of jóṣati here because active forms are only found in stems of the thematic type (jóṣa-) and in the perfect stem for the prehistorical reasons given below. The following example is given in full. Pāda (= half-verse) d has full glossing because it is so outstanding.
(10) RV 10.105.8cd
áva no vr̥jinaśiśhyryçāvanemān̄caḥ |
nābrahmā yajñā ędhag jōṣati tvē ||

Glossing of pāda c:

nā á-brahmā yajñās
NEG PRIVATIVE-brahma:NOM.SG.M sacrifice:NOM.SG.M

jōṣati tvē
juṣ:3SG.AOR.SUBJ 2SG.LOC

‘Grind down the crooked ones from/for us. By verse we want to vanquish the verse-less, (because) without Brahma(s) the offering will not particularly please you.’

Note that ąbrahmā is the masculine form of the adjective ąbrahman- ‘being without brahma(s)’ and agrees with the noun yajñā- in gender, case, and number. Contrary to Migron’s proposal (1990), the stimulus yajñās (= nominative form of the stem yajñā-) is neither volitional nor controlling, nor permitting. Therefore, juṣ- is not agentive. It is obvious that the 3sg subjunctive active form jōṣati does not mean ‘the subject will favour something, or choose sth. (deliberately, willingly)’ here. Furthermore, it is a bit difficult to decide on whether the experiencer (sc. Indra) is volitional, controlling, or permitting or not. The translation of RV 10.105.8c nābrahmā yajñā ędhag jōṣati tvē as “not without sacred formulations is our individual sacrifice, while you are taking pleasure in it” by Jamison & Brereton (2014: 1568) suffers from two shortcomings. Firstly, the meaning ‘enjoy something’ typically comes with nominative of experiencer otherwise, as all examples below can confirm. Secondly, their translation of yajñās ędhag “our individual sacrifice” cannot be the correct translation of the passage because ędhak is used in the Vedic language only as an adverb or as a predicative adjective with zero copula, with the verb as- in the meaning ‘to be separate, special’ or with kr- ‘to make separate, separated, special’. It has the general meaning ‘separate, separately, offside, special, especially, particularly’ and is thus always part of the predicate, then combined with a verb form, or modifying a verb form – but it is never used as an attributive adjective modifying a noun. (The quoted passages are from the RV, see Lubotsky 1997; I only translate the parts given in bold type.)
Therefore, the correct translation of nābhrmā yajñṓ ḍhag jóṣati tvé || must be an adverb

According to the internal chronology of Vedic and Epic Sanskrit, it is the active forms, not the middle forms, that must be seen as younger innovations. These substitutions must be considered as being the final consequence of a general di-

---

8 Cf. RV 10.93.8cd duṣṭāraṃ yāsyā sāma cid ‘ṛdhag yajñṓ nā mānuṣaḥ || ‘of him whose melody is ever hardly surpassable (sc. of him who does honor), (whose melody is) special like the human offering.’ Again, Jamison & Brereton’s translation of ṛdhag (“of the one whose melody is also difficult to surpass, (whose) separate sacrifice is like (a sacrifice) stemming from Manu” does not match its function as part of the predicate ‘(is) special’.
achronic development which has recently been termed the “post-Proto-Indo-European great voice shift” (Pooth 2014). The first part or initial step or phase of this “great voice shift” must be dated back to Proto-Indo-European, presumably to the period when it broke apart (its ultimate motivation has been outlined by Pooth et al. 2019). It has been a major finding of internal reconstruction within Indo-European studies that Indo-European singular perfect active forms must go back to Proto-Indo-European “protomiddle” forms (Watkins 1969; Jas-anoff 1998, 2003 with further references). Such a protomiddle prehistory of the Vedic perfect active forms neatly corresponds to the descriptive fact that the Vedic root aorist stem and the thematic aorist stem are middle/media tantum and thus also go back to “protomiddle” voice forms:

a. juṣāṇā- middle tantum, goes back to a “protomiddle” form
b. juṣā-�示 middle tantum, goes back to a “protomiddle” form
c. jujóṣ-طائر perfect active, goes back to a “protomiddle” form
d. joṣáya-طائر RV middle tantum → new Epic active josayati
e. juṣā-طائر Old Vedic middle tantum → new Epic active juşati

These inner-paradigmatic correlations suggest to assume the same “protomiddle” origin for corresponding Early Vedic active forms of the subjunctive stem jóṣa- and those of the perfect subjunctive stem jújoṣa-. It is plausible, if not inner-paradigmatically evident, that we can generalize the given development. Drawing the inference that the remaining stems of the paradigm of juṣ- all go back to former “protomiddle” forms is reasonable and sound. This is confirmed by the descriptive fact that there is no functional difference between the 3sg perfect subjunctive middle form jújoṣate (RV 9.103.1d) and its corresponding active form jújoṣati (RV 8.62.1b), as illustrated below.

(11) RV 9.103.1c

bhṛtīṁ nā bharā matibhir jújoṣate ||
present:ACC like I shall bear thoughts:INS jus:3SG.PERF.SUBJ.MID

‘I shall bear (the upraised speech) like a present, along with (my) thoughts. He will (soon) have enjoyed it.’
Within the paradigm of the Early Vedic “perfect subjunctive” stem, *jújoṣate* can thus be considered an inflectional relic of the archaic overall “protomiddle” voice inflection of this verb, continued as middle voice marking, while the active inflection of *jújoṣati* should be younger and innovative compared with the middle inflection.9 This case, among all other cases, can further strengthen the archaic nature of middle inflection within the paradigm of *juṣ-*. Based on what we find from Vedic Sanskrit to Epic Sanskrit, we can draw the inference that the active inflection (*-a-ti*) simply replaced the older middle inflection (*-a-te*) in all the attested active verb forms of this verb in the periods before the Vedic texts, if it not simply continues the old “protomiddle” voice marking (e.g. in the case of the perfect endings). It is thus conclusive that the PIE “great voice shift”, even if it already began when PIE broke apart, was still an ongoing morphological process from Vedic (*juṣá-te*) to Epic Sanskrit (*juṣa-ti*) – initially beginning with the protomiddle to active shift (or reanalysis, see Pooth 2019a) of the later IE perfect active forms by the time when PIE broke apart, then finally affecting the old middle/media tantum verbs from Vedic to Epic Sanskrit. As mentioned, this shift can be identified as a very general shift tendency from “protomiddle” or middle to active inflection; and the comparative evidence supports the inference that it must have begun quite early in the Proto-Indo-European language in the period before Proto-Anatolian split off or separated from the rest of the Indo-European family. In any case, it is evident that this tendency subsequently continued throughout Proto-Indo-Iranic and within Early, Old, and Late Vedic, thus ultimately yielding active inflection of *juṣ-* in the Epic Sanskrit period.

It is further possible to draw an inference that is implied in our findings. This will be relevant for Indo-European studies quite generally. It runs as follows: When we encounter active inflection of any given Indo-European cognate

9 For the original non-tensed anterior-imperfective function of the “perfect subjunctive” (*pi̯i̯āya*-type) and its “protomiddle” origin see Pooth (2019b).

‘Now carry a praise invocation to him so that he will soon have enjoyed that!’

Within the paradigm of the Early Vedic “perfect subjunctive” stem, *jújoṣate* can thus be considered an inflectional relic of the archaic overall “protomiddle” voice inflection of this verb, continued as middle voice marking, while the active inflection of *jújoṣati* should be younger and innovative compared with the middle inflection.9 This case, among all other cases, can further strengthen the archaic nature of middle inflection within the paradigm of *juṣ-*. Based on what we find from Vedic Sanskrit to Epic Sanskrit, we can draw the inference that the active inflection (*-a-ti*) simply replaced the older middle inflection (*-a-te*) in all the attested active verb forms of this verb in the periods before the Vedic texts, if it not simply continues the old “protomiddle” voice marking (e.g. in the case of the perfect endings). It is thus conclusive that the PIE “great voice shift”, even if it already began when PIE broke apart, was still an ongoing morphological process from Vedic (*juṣá-te*) to Epic Sanskrit (*juṣa-ti*) – initially beginning with the protomiddle to active shift (or reanalysis, see Pooth 2019a) of the later IE perfect active forms by the time when PIE broke apart, then finally affecting the old middle/media tantum verbs from Vedic to Epic Sanskrit. As mentioned, this shift can be identified as a very general shift tendency from “protomiddle” or middle to active inflection; and the comparative evidence supports the inference that it must have begun quite early in the Proto-Indo-European language in the period before Proto-Anatolian split off or separated from the rest of the Indo-European family. In any case, it is evident that this tendency subsequently continued throughout Proto-Indo-Iranic and within Early, Old, and Late Vedic, thus ultimately yielding active inflection of *juṣ-* in the Epic Sanskrit period.

It is further possible to draw an inference that is implied in our findings. This will be relevant for Indo-European studies quite generally. It runs as follows: When we encounter active inflection of any given Indo-European cognate

9 For the original non-tensed anterior-imperfective function of the “perfect subjunctive” (*pi̯i̯āya*-type) and its “protomiddle” origin see Pooth (2019b).
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of this verb *jus*- in a period comparable to the period in between 400 BC and 400 AD, it is possible to generalize the Vedic tendency to other Indo-European branches by assuming that such a substitution happened in other IE branches the same way as it did in the post-Proto-Indo-European to Vedic and Epic Sanskrit period (e.g., we can draw the inference that the Greek active forms *γεύω* etc. continue previous "protomiddle" forms). This general inference is of importance for the etymology of the Indo-European cognates of Vedic *jus*-, which only continue the meaning ‘to enjoy something’ or the similar meaning ‘to taste (of) something’ etc., whereas the meaning ‘to please someone’ is not attested. Thus, we can say that the "great voice shift" more generally affected the original Proto-Indo-European lability or polysemy in general by reducing it in other Indo-European branches as well. This general inference is utterly important for the reconstruction of the voice system of Proto-Indo-European. These big questions, however, must remain open questions for thus being solved only in the future (but see Pooth 2014 for a plausible scenario).

1.6.2. Ambiguity with zero

The meaning of the verb form when arguments are dropped and zero must be inferred from the context and depends on the context. Without knowledge of the context and event frame, one does not have exact knowledge of the meaning difference between ‘to enjoy’ vs. ‘to please’. The context is NOM *vīśve devā́ so* and *girah* in the preceding utterance unit. Their role in the context triggers the interpretation of zero as locative in the following examples.

---

10 The first anonymous reviewer made the claim that “this sort of reasoning is […] projecting the Vedic facts […] to PIE without evaluation of the comparative evidence”. However, this is not true. In this case, the comparative evidence is evaluated as lacking significance for the question of whether the Vedic meaning is archaic or not. It is more reasonable to draw the inference that the Vedic polysemy is archaic than to vote for the opposite because there is no internal evidence for the assumption that the Vedic usage ‘to please someone’ with locative of experiencer is innovative. The internal evidence rather strengthens the opposite. Comparing the comparative evidence with the internal Vedic evidence, the comparison can be evaluated in the sense that the internal Vedic evidence is more significant. I contend that it is more likely that all other IE languages – except for Vedic – gave up the original converse lability and generalized the meaning ‘to enjoy something’ or ‘to choose, taste someone/something’ vel sim. (cf. LIV s.v.).
(13) RV 8.13.6 with context

stotā́ yā́t te vicaṭaṇīr atipraśardhayad gīrāḥ |
praiser:NOM when for you wandering all-around makes bold songs:ACC

‘When the praiser, wandering all-around, makes bold the songs for you …’

vayā́ iva ánu rohate Ø loc juṣánta yā́t ||
branch:NOM like after he grows (you) please:3pl.aor.mid when

‘Like a branch he grows after (you), when they (sc. the songs) please (you).’

(14a) RV 7.61.6abc: this is the context preceding d in (14b) (not glossed)

sám u vāṃ yajñām mahayaṃ nāmobhir ‘
huvē vāṃ mitrāvaruṇā sabādhaḥ |
p rá vāṃ māṁmāny ṛcāse nāvāni ‘

‘Then I make the sacrifice great for you two by obeisances.
I call you two, Mitra and Varuṇa, bending (my knees) together.
Forth to you two new thoughts to chant praise.’

(14b) RV 7.61.6d

kṛtā́ni brāhma juṣuṣann Ø loc imā́ni ||
made:NOM brahmas.NOM please:3pl.act these.NOM

‘These made brahmas have already pleased (you two before11).’

Translating this last pāda d with “die hier bereiteten Gedichte sollen sie gern haben” (Kümmel 2000: 201) is problematic. The context in 6ab confirms that it is Mitra and Varuṇa who are invoked in this hymn. If these two gods were in the nominative case, the number (sc. dual) congruency would have to trigger a 2dual verb form, whereas it is evident that the attested form juṣuṣan is a 3pl form. Within such a translation of this verb as “sollen sie gern haben” the subject would have to refer to all the people involved in the offering. This, however, is unlikely in the given context. It is more likely that Mitra and Varuṇa are the experiencing addressees of the Brahmās that were made for them. We can conclude that kṛtā́ni brāhma ... imā́ni must be rendered nominative plural neuter forms and subject of juṣuṣan, as also seen like this by Geldner (RV).

11 For the original function of 3pl forms of the āpīpyan type see Pooth (2019b).
1.6.3. The stem joṣáya-śe shows the same behavior

At this point we can discuss the behavior of the so-called “causative-iterative” stem in Early Vedic that will become relevant in a subsequent section. In the oldest stage, only middle forms of this stem are attested and show the same converse labile behavior. The 2sg subjunctive middle form joṣáyə in the following passage has a “non-causative” meaning ‘you shall enjoy (our songs)’ (the passage lacks glosses for saving space; purolaśam and gīras are the relevant ACC forms here):

(15) RV 3.52.3-4
purolaśam ca no ghāso joṣáyə gīraśACC ca nah |
vardhuyūr iva yōṣaṇām ||
purolaśaṇ ACC saṇaśruta prātaḥsāvé juṣasva nah |
indra krātur hi te bhāṁ ||
‘Our offering cake you shall eat, and you shall enjoy our songsACC, as a bride-seeking man does a maiden.
Enjoy our offering cakeACC, o old-famed, at the Morning Pressing.
O Indra, lofty indeed is your resolve.’

Compare the translation given by Jamison & Brereton (2014: 535f.) which is almost identical to mine.

The converse labile counterpart ‘to please someone’ occurs in construction 6 in the following passage, but the locative is dropped (sc. non-overt) here. This instance of joṣayete ‘both please (him)’ directly follows RV 1.95.5 siṃhām prāti joṣayete ‘both are pleasing/enjoying the lion’ with overt accusative. In this context, bhadrā- ‘auspicious’ can be understood as meaning ‘satisfying’.

(16) RV 1.95.6a
ubhe bhadrē ØLOC joṣayete nā mēne
both.NOM satisfying (verb) like two co-wives
‘Both please (him) like two satisfying co-wives.’

(17) RV 1.95.5d
pratīcē siṃhām prāti joṣayete ||
facing.NOM lion:ACC towards (verb)
‘Facing towards the lion, the two are (then finally) pleasing (?)/enjoying him.’
The passage is repeated with its context below:

(18) RV 1.95.5

āvistyo vardhate cārur āsu
jihmānām ūrdhvāḥ svāyaśā upāsthe |
ubhé tvāṣṭur bibhyatur jāyamānāt
pratīcīṁ śiṁhāṁ práti joṣayete ||

‘The beloved one (sc. Agni), manifest, grows strong among them (sc. the two fire-sticks and likewise the two world-halves, see Jamison & Brereton ad loc.);
in the lap of the aslant (is) upright the self-glorious one.
Both (world-halves and fire-sticks) are afraid of him, the one being born of Tvaṣṭar.
Facing towards the lion, the two are (then finally) pleasing (?)/enjoying him.’

The context around RV 1.95.6 indicates that joṣayete must be translated as ‘the two (i.e. the two fire sticks and the two world-halves, heaven and earth) please him (= the fire-god) like two pleasant co-wives (please a man)’. Gotō’s (1988) translation “die beiden lassen sich gegenseitig genießen, wie zwei glückliche, Kebse und Partner (?)” is close to incomprehensible in this context. Such a translation blurs the understanding of the kindling of Agni that is described by this hymn: In the beginning of the hymn, it we hear  that the two vírūpe (‘the two worlds, i.e. heaven and earth, day and night’) attend upon Agni, the fire-god, when he is kindled, and Agni is the main topic of the hymn, who is then faced by the two world-halves. He is the one referred to by the accusative ‘lion’ in RV 1.95.5d. Therefore, Agni must be the experiencer in RV 1.95.6a and a causative-reciprocal meaning does not make contextual sense.

The given minimal pair can thus correspond to the other minimal pairs by showing the same the non-directional semantic behavior. The given passages confirm the converse lability of joṣáya-. In Early Vedic, the middle tantum stem joṣáya- is thus not a causative stem, but a simple labile imperfective

---

12 The reading ‘the two are enjoying him’ cannot be excluded and even makes sense here. The hymn seems to describe how the two fire-sticks and the two world-halves are reacting on the presence of the fire (sc. Agni, the lion). In the beginning, they are afraid of the fire because of its negative and dangerous properties, but then they finally enjoy it because of its positive properties.
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(“present”) stem. We will see later that this is very different from the younger period of the Sanskrit language.

1.7. NOM pleased by INS

The following construction 7 is a passive-like middle construction with instrumental case marking of the instrument role:

(19) RV 10.6.4a with context b

śūṣébhir vṛdhó juṣāṇó arkair
sounds:INS grown.strong:PART:NOM PART:NOM songs:INS
‘The one grown strong by the sounds, pleased (made enjoy) with (= by help of) the songs …’

devānā áchā raghupátvā jīgātī |
‘… to the gods quickly flying he goes.’

This construction 7 confirms that the middle participle juṣāṇá- is polysemous:13 it can generally have a non-passive-like meaning ‘enjoying something or someone’ (agentive or not) and a passive-like meaning ‘(being) pleased by something or someone’ depending on the context and on the given construction; compare example (8) above. This construction is also found in AVP 1.92.1 (AVP only). I am indebted to Thomas Zehnder, who made an unpublished preliminary text, translation and commentary of AVP 1 available for me. This passage confirms the Early and Old Vedic linguistic reality of the mentioned polysemy. Again, it is meant to be a quotation:

(20) AVP 1.92.1

āganmemāṃ samitiṃ viśvarūpāṃ 
[11-11 syllables]
yasyāṃ pūrvam avadad deva ekaḥ 
[11-11 syllables]
sā naḥ sūktair jujuṣāṇā samīcy 
[11-11 syllables]
asmān vrñṭāṃ sumanasyamānā

13 The middle participle juṣāṇá- is likely to mean ‘since you are pleased/when being pleased’ in RV 5.75.3abcd á no ratnāni bīhbhratātv āśvinā gachhatam yuvām | rādrā hiranyavartanī juṣāṇā vājinīvastā … “Bringing treasures to us, Śvins, come here, both of you, o Rudras with golden tracks, whose goods are prizewinners, since you are pleased” (Jamison & Brereton), although the meanings ‘pleasing (us)’, ‘being enjoyable (for us)’ or even ‘when being enjoyed (by us)’ cannot be excluded.
We have come to this omniform meeting, in which earlier spoke the one god. This (samiti-, meeting) – having been pleased/delighted by our hymns – is in concord. It is us that the two (gods, sc. Mitra & Varuṇa) please want to choose/ would choose when being well-minded.’

Notice that vr̥̄ṇītām (AVP 1.92.1d) and avr̥̄ṇītam (RV 1.180.4b) are dual forms with irregular active personal endings. They belong to a paradigm that is otherwise fully middle. Independent evidence for a shift from middle to active function of endings is thus provided by 2dual and 3dual “active” endings in a-vṛṇītam, 3dual vṛṇī-tām, and likewise jāniṣ-tām (RV 10.46.9) because these stems are otherwise middle/media tantum. The 3dual -tām in adhītām (RV 10.4.6) might even be a relic of its middle function (Pooth 2011: 477f.). The protomiddle to active shift is the best explanation for such mysterious asymmetries (Pooth 2011). The otherwise active (and thus “neoactive”) endings 2du-tam and 3du-tām thus reveal their “protomiddle” origin. Such forms are more pieces of evidence for the “great protomiddle to active voice shift”, as outlined by Pooth (2011, 2019a) and Pooth et al. (2019).

1.8. NOM please & supply ACC with INS

An instance of construction 8 is found at AVŚ 3.15.2. The instrumental case forms páyasā ghr̥tēna indicate two substances that are transferred and dislocated. They indicate the theme role.

(21) AVŚ 3.15.2c
té mā juṣantām páyasā ghr̥tēna
they.NOM 1SG.ACC jus:3PL:IMP milk:INS ghee:INS
‘Let them (sc. these roads) please (and supply) me with milk and ghee!’

Whitney translates AVŚ 3.15.2 differently as “let them enjoy me with milk, with ghee”. But notice his commentary: “The comm. … renders juṣantām in c by sevantām, as if it were causative” (bold emphasis mine). Taking the commentary seriously here suggests that this verb form has a meaning in between ‘to make someone pleased with something’ and ‘to attend upon somebody’. The commentary thus speaks in favour of a recipient-implementing or goal-imple-
menting component ‘to please someone by providing him (recipient or goal) with something (INS)’. Therefore, the verb’s subject ‘they’ (‘these roads’) contains a role that is both stimulus and donator (sc. giver) here. The nominative case indicates the agent-donator, i.e., the one that transfers or indirectly provides a recipient with the theme by ‘making him pleased by providing him with something’. In German, one could understand what is going on here by maybe using an (otherwise ungrammatical) ad hoc applicative derivative jemanden mit etwas befreuen (with applicative prefix be-). The overall meaning in this construction is thus similar to a recipient-implementing applicative construction without actually being a derived applicative construction. Compare the Vedic two patterns of many transitive verbs:

(22a) RV 8.98.9 (excerpt)

\[\text{yujjánti hárī ... ráthe} \]
\[\text{yoke:3PL.PRS.IND.ACT fallow:ACC ... chariot:LOC} \]
\[\text{‘they yoke two fallow horses to the chariot (LOC of goal)’} \]

(22b) RV 7.23.3 (excerpt)

\[\text{yujé rátham ... háribhyām} \]
\[\text{yoking:DAT chariot:ACC ... fallow:INS} \]
\[\text{‘for yoking the chariot ... with two fallow horses’} \]

1.9. NOM please & supply ACC

Construction 9 is construction 8 without instrumental (INS).\(^\text{14}\) An instance of it is at AVP 1.106.3b. Note that varṣās (varṣā- m. ‘raining, rain’) must be a nominative plural form (of a masculine o-stem), as indicated by the adjective madhumantas (mādhumat-), which should be nominative plural (masculine). The conjecture was made by Renou (Zehnder, manuscript). The manuscripts Ja1, Ma1, Vā, K correspond by showing madhumanta (I owe this commentary to Thomas Zehnder, manuscript).

\(^{14}\) To be clear, I am not saying that construction 9 is innovative with respect to construction 8 (this was a question of the first anonymous reviewer).
(23) AVP 1.106.3ab

\[
\text{vasanto grīṣmo } \text{“madhumanto } \text{varṣāḥ } \text{” saraddhemanta} \\
\text{‘Spring, summer, the ones full of sweetness, rains, harvest-time, winter.’} \\
\text{ṛtavo no } \text{juṣantām} \quad \text{[11-11 syllables]} \\
\text{seasons:NOM us:ACC juš:3PL.IMP.MID} \\
\text{‘the seasons shall please us!’}
\]

The linguistic reality of the meaning ‘they (sc. the seasons) shall please us’ (but not ‘they shall enjoy us’) and the experiencer and beneficiary role of the pro-nominal clitic nas ‘us’ is confirmed by the corresponding meaning ‘they shall set us in welfare’ in AVŚ 6.55.2b, where nas is likewise experiencer and beneficiary. Notice that su-ītē is a purposive dative form of su-ītī- ‘well-going’. Whitney’s (AV, page 322) translation: “Hot season, winter, cool season, spring, autumn, rains – do ye set us in welfare (svitā-).”

(24) AVŚ 6.55.2ab

\[
\text{grīṣmó hemántāḥ śíśiro vasantáḥ śarád varṣáḥ svité no dadhāta} \\
\text{‘Summer, freezy winter, spring, autumn, (and) the rains shall set us to (= provide us with) well-going!’}
\]

For the construction svité nas dadhāta see Selva (2014). Another difficult passage is the following. Notably, Whitney (commentary) expects rather a 2sg imperative form of the Classical Sanskrit causative present joṣaya- here. In order to save space, I leave away the glossing here as well; the relevant forms are given in bold type.

(25) AVŚ 18.3.4

\[
\text{prajānāty āghnaye jīvalokāṃ devāṃ pánthām anusaṃcārantī} \\
\text{ayāṃ te gōpatis táṃ juṣasva svargāṃ lokām ádhi rohayainam ||}
\]

Whitney’s translation is: “Foreknowing, O inviolable one, the world of the living, moving together [with him] upon the road of the gods – this is thy herdsman (gōpatī); enjoy him; make him ascend to the heavenly (svargā) world.” In his commentary, he says that there “is no difficulty in understanding this of the anustaraṇī cow, with the sūtras and commentaries, although we should expect rather pīṭḥolakām in a and joṣaya in c” (Whitney 849, emphasis mine). According to Whitney (referring to Kauśīka Sūtra 81.25), the dead man’s face was cov-
tered with the omentum of the anustaranī cow on the pile and the omentum was to be pierced with seven holes. It is clearly the cow that is addressed here by ayāṁ te gopatis ‘this is thy herdsman’. In the funeral hymns of the AV, however, this is a metaphor for the widow, which is also called Yuvati in the passages before (AVP 18.69.1 = AVŚ 18.3.3). There is a 2sg causative present imperative active rohaya ‘make (him) ascend (i.e. the dead man)’. It is thus possible that this passage must be translated as ‘please him (sc. the dead person)’ rather than ‘enjoy him’. According to Bhattacharya’s AVP edition (Bhattacharya 2011), the two parallel passages run as follows: AVP 18.69.2 prajānanty aghnye jīvalokam bhavanti (form unclear) ‘devānāṃ pānthām anusaṃcarantā | esa te gopatis tāṃ juṣasva’ svargam lokam adhi rohayainam and AVŚ 18.3.4 prajānyā āghnye jīvalokām ‘devānām pānthām anusaṃcārantaḥ | ayāṁ te gopatis tām juṣasva’ svargāṃ lokām ādhi rohayainam |.

Construction 9 with NOM of stimulus and ACC of experiencer is a partial mirror-image of construction 1 with NOM of experiencer and ACC of stimulus, although construction 9 has an ACC that encodes the experiencer and recipient role, whereas construction 1 only has an ACC that indicates the experiencer role.

1.10. NOM is given to ACC, with pleasing ACC

Taking the last two constructions as being linguistically real in Old Vedic (and, as I believe, also in Early Vedic) can help to understand the final construction 10, which is otherwise identical with construction 8, but lack the instrumental case. In AVP 5.14.8b, a 3sg imperfective present indicative middle form juṣate is attested in a rather difficult context. This passage seems to belong to the oldest part of the Atharvaveda. Cf. Witzel (1997: 280): “Content and structure of AV and PS led to the assumption that AVŚ 1-5 / PS 1-15 are the oldest part of the collection”.

(26) AVP 5.14.8 (AVP only)

dvayā devā upa no yajñām āgur ‘The gods of two kinds have come to our sacrifice …’

yān odano juṣate
REL:ACC gruel:NOM juṣ:3SG.PRS:IND:MID
‘… to whom (RELativizer) the gruel is given & who are thus pleased / whom the gruel pleases …’
The subsequent context:

yāṃ ś ca prṣṭaḥ |
‘and to whom (the gruel is given) as the one that is (or was) asked for.’

ādityā aṅgirasaḥ svargam imām prāśnantaḥ rūbhīr nisadya ||
‘Let the Ādityas and Aṅgirases eat this heavenly (gruel), after they have taken place in accordance with the seasons.’

The passage has been translated as follows: “The gods of two kinds, about whom the gruel is pleased and by whom it is sought for, have come to our sacrifice: Let Ādityas and Aṅgirases eat this heavenly [gruel], after they have taken place in accordance with the seasons.” (Lubotsky 2002). Notice Lubotsky’s commentary: “For odana- svarga- cf. AVŚ 4.34.8 imām odanāṃ ni dadhe brāhmaṇēṣu viṣṭāriṇaṁ lokajītaṁ svargāṁ.” But the translation of yān odano juṣate as “about whom the gruel is pleased” is less comprehensible in my view. As indicated by the context, the accusative plural masculine form yān is co-referential with the nominative plural masculine subject dvayās devās ‘gods of two kinds’ (i.e. ādityās and aṅgirasas). Besides the accusative, there is a nominative singular masculine subject odanas ‘rice-gruel, gruel’. This must designate the stimulus (for the gods) because it is by far more natural in Vedic mythology to understand that the rice-gruel is offered to the gods, whereas gods are never offered to the rice-gruel (this is self-speaking). The accusative should thus be rendered a goal accusative, and it is likely to be a recipient accusative as well. It may also simply be translated by ‘whom the gruel pleases’, as an instance of construction 8 with accusative of experiencer (and presumably recipient). Construction 10 thus corresponds to construction 8 except that the latter has the instrumental case. The role encoded by the instrumental case, which indicates the transferred substance and dislocated theme in construction 8, corresponds to the nominative case of construction 10. This, of course, is simple middle syntax. Other Early and Old Vedic middle forms clearly confirm that the nominative case within a construction with middle verb form is not fixed to the agent role, but can also indicate the dislocated theme role without any morphological changes.

1.11. Frequency

When we straightforwardly compare the frequency of all the given constructions, we find that construction 1 with NOM of experiencer and ACC of stimu-
lus is by far the construction that is most frequently attested in the Early to Late Vedic texts, whereas construction 6 with LOC of experiencer and NOM of stimulus is actually attested, but only minimally and sporadically. It is conclusive that this construction is unproductive from Early and Old Vedic to later stages. It is a fact that the meaning ‘to enjoy someone or something, to find pleasure in someone or something’ is the most frequent meaning of forms of *juṣ*- in the Vedic texts, whereas the meaning ‘to please’ is much less frequently used in the texts. This meaning – and the given converse lability – can hardly be an innovation because it cannot be motivated as innovation from within Vedic in any possible and plausible way. It must be a relic and an archaism. We must take the converse lability as a valuable relic. When we weigh the lability against the remaining Indo-European comparative evidence (see the appendix attached below), the archaic lability cannot be explained as secondary innovation. Within a plausible reconstruction of the Proto-Indo-European verb semantics, the lability must be taken into account.

2. The diachronic perspective

This leads us to the diachronic section and my consequent hypothesis. As we have seen in the preceding sections, Early Vedic exhibits the following diachronic tendency: Earlier, the verb *juṣ*- was used in a wider array of case constructions. Combined with our verb these had meanings corresponding to more specific English verbs. I can make the simple claim now that in later stages of the Vedic languages, the meaning was overall narrowed to a lower degree of polysemy and a lower number of possible case constructions, and the converse lability was finally given up.15

2.1. A Late Vedic different verb *prá roca*- ‘to please’

We can see in later stages of the Vedic language (Late Vedic) that the meaning ‘to please’ is substituted by a different verb:

15 In other words, one of the usages of *juṣ*- (‘to please someone’) was taken over by another verb (*prá roca*), and the meaning was narrowed to ‘to enjoy something/someone’, middle inflection was substituted by active inflection, and the former polyconstructionality was given up.
This construction with dative of experiencer (ebhyas) is almost a copy of the Early Vedic construction 6 with earlier locative of experiencer – with the difference that the position of the dative is earlier in the clause, see example (10) above (repeated below).

\[ yajñāḥ jōṣati tvē \]

NOM stimulus (verb) LOC experiencer

‘The sacrifice will please you’.

Notice that this example is of relevance in the discussion of the origins of Indo-European oblique subject constructions (Pooth et al. 2019). However, this alignment matter is not of our concern here. Also, it is not feasible to give a list of all the attestations of the verb jus- in all the Vedic and Sanskrit texts. The given samples must suffice the present purpose.

### 2.2. The synchronic situation in Epic Sanskrit

We can move over to the period that is the next in our present focus, namely Epic Sanskrit. Here we find that the original middle tantum inflection of the verb stem jusá-te (AV) has been substituted by active forms jusa-ti, see the quote from Oberlies (2003: 433) above. We find the following constructions.

#### 2.3.1. NOM enjoy ACC

For obvious reasons, I can only give the context and a minimum of interlinear glosses of the Epic Sanskrit text passages here:

\[(28) \text{Mbh 3,184.13} \]
\[\text{[saras uvāca]}\]
\[\text{na caśucir nāpy anirñiktāpānir; nābrahmavīj juhuyān nāvipaścit} \]
\[\text{bubhuksavaḥ śuci kāmā hi devā;} \]
\[\text{nāśraddadhānād dhi havir juṣanti} \]
'And an impure man, one with unwashed hands, not knowing Brahmans, nor wise, would not offer. For the gods when they hunger demand one be clean; because from the unbeliever they do not enjoy an oblation.'

Thus, without sandhi and with a minimal glossing:

\[
\text{na \ a-σραδδάδhānāt} \\
\text{NEG \ PRIVATIVE-believer:ABL} \\
\text{hi \ havir \ juṣanti} \\
\text{because offering:ACC \ juṣ:3PL:PRS:IND:ACT} \\
\text{‘Because from the unbeliever they do not enjoy an oblation.’}
\]

Another passage with this construction is the following (I use italics to mark the part that is glossed here):

\[
(29) \text{Mbh 13,27.100} \\
\text{tava mama ca guṇair mahānubhāvā;} \\
\text{juṣatu matiṃ satatāṃ svadharmayuktaīḥ} \\
\text{abhigata janavatsalā hi gaṅgā;} \\
\text{bhajati yunakti sukhaiś ca bhaktimantam}
\]

The relevant passage given in italics above can be glossed as follows:

\[
\text{juṣatu \ matiṃ} \\
\text{juṣ:3SG:PRS:IMP \ mind/spirit:ACC} \\
\text{satatāṃ \ svadharmayuktaīḥ} \\
\text{constant:ACC \ Svadharmayukta:INS.PL} \\
\text{‘She (sc. Gaṅgā) shall enjoy a spirit constantly with Svadharmayukta-s’.}
\]

The tripartite compound sva-dharma-yukta- means ‘righteously engaged in one’s Dharma’ and is best left untranslated because of its nature as a religious term.

### 2.3.1. NOM makes ACCi enjoy ACCj

In section 1.6.3 above, we have seen that the Early Vedic verb stem joṣāya- does not behave like a causative derivative in the early language, but rather like a
normal imperfective (“present”) stem in parallel with all the other verb stems. Also, this stem exhibits the same converse lability as all the other verb stems in that period. We have further seen that its inflection is middle tantum in Early and Old Vedic. This is different from what we can find in Epic Sanskrit. Here, the corresponding stem is a regular causative derivative of its underlying basic verb *juṣati* ‘to enjoy’:

(30) Mbh 6,25.26 (= Bhagavadgītā 3.26)

na buddhibhedaṃ janayed ajñānāṃ karmasaṅgināṃ  
josayet sarvakarmāṇi vidvān yuktah samācaran  

‘The knowing (vidvān) should not evoke buddhi-bheda- (discord in the awkenessopher) of the unknowing who are karmasāṅgaṇa- (attached to fru- i-tive actions).  
As yukta- ‘righteously engaged one’ he would make them enjoy all karmāṇi (‘deeds’ ACC plural neuter), practising (them).’

(Since an overall glossing of this passage is very space-consuming, I will reduce it to the relevant minimum here:)

josayet sarva-karmāṇi vidvān  
juṣ:3SG:CAUS.PRS:OPT:ACT all-deeds:ACC knowing:NOM.SG.M  

‘The knowing one would make (them: pro-dropped) enjoy all-deeds,’

We can conclude that this causative, that is, valency-increasing syntactic behav- ior is an innovation, simply because it is not attested with this verb in the early period.

### 2.3. Epic vs. Vedic Sanskrit compared

When we compare the behavior of our verb of concern in Epic Sanskrit and Vedic Sanskrit, we must conclude that it can only mean ‘NOM enjoy ACC’ in Epic Sanskrit. Moreover, Epic Sanskrit *josayati* – very different from Early Vedic *josāyate* – is a typical causative present stem whose use increases the number of participants from 2 to 3 (‘x makes y enjoy z’). The valency-increasing causative use of this stem is non-existing in the earlier language. We must conclude that this is an innovative function (at least with this verb) – or a functional narrow- ing if the stem was also sometimes used with an indirect causative meaning.
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We can see that Early Vedic verb \textit{juṣ-} corresponds to two English verbs, whereas Epic Sanskrit verb \textit{juṣa-ti} can be translated by using only one single English verb. We see that the Vedic converse lability and the respective polysemy was given up before Epic Sanskrit. We can also draw the inference from the role of frequency in diachronic semantics that the ‘NOM pleases LOC’ construction already lost ground in Early Vedic, whereas the ‘NOM enjoys ACC’ construction was dominant. It is evident that it is only the most frequent construction that is continued in Epic Sanskrit, whereas infrequent constructions of the earlier language are not continued. In addition, we find that, in Late Vedic, the former ‘NOM pleases LOC’ construction of \textit{juṣ-} is substituted by a different verb and a similar, but different, experiencer construction with DAT + \textit{prá roca-te} + NOM.

3. Conclusions

We can conclude that Vedic Sanskrit had a converse labile verb \textit{juṣ-}. As outlined, it corresponded to two verbs in English but had some additional (applicative-like) meanings. This type of lability was given up from Vedic to Epic Sanskrit by loss of the more infrequently used constructions with the respective meanings. This loss of the older converse lability seems to correspond to the tendency of a more general decline of lability (Kulikov 2014). Last but not least, the narrowing of \textit{juṣ-} to a non-labile transitive verb and the narrowing of the active forms of the stem \textit{joṣaya-ti} to a regular causative stem can be considered as being part of a greater process, that is, the emergence of a secondary voice opposition that was then dominantly driven by transitivity, whereas it was more dominantly driven by agency before Vedic (Pooth 2012, 2014).

Thus, an additional hypothesis that I can put forward at the very end of this article is that the multiple constructions of our verb of concern in Early and Old Vedic were actually inherited from Proto-Indo-European in one way or another (with different case categories depending on the case and alignment system, Pooth et al. 2019). My final hypothesis is that the Proto-Indo-European psych verb *\textit{ģeus-} was a “protomiddle” tantum verb, exhibited converse lability (as its continuant \textit{juṣ-} does in Vedic), and thus had a meaning that was likewise polysemous: ‘to enjoy something or someone’, ‘to taste (of) something (GEN)’ (or at least very similarly), and ‘to please / give pleasure to someone (LOC)’. I can finally claim that it had multiple case constructions in Proto-Indo-European and that the meaning of the respective protomiddle forms was polysemous in the
outlined sense with no need for additional voice and valency-changing morphology at that stage. Therefore, the meaning of the entry in the *Lexikon der indogermanischen Verben (= LIV)* on page 166f. (M.K.) “[etwas] kosten” is insufficient and must be revised in accordance with the converse lability and polysemy that needs to be reconstructed for such Proto-Indo-European verbs.

**Appendix**

Cognates of this verb in other Indo-European languages are: Hittite KUB 10.99 i 29 *kukušzi* (tr.) ‘tastes sth.’; Young Avestan *ā-zūzušte* ‘likes, enjoys sth.’; Old Norse *kaus* ‘chose sth.’, Gothic *kaus* ‘3sg tried, checked something’; *kausjan* ‘to taste, get to know sth.’ = Vedic *jośāya-*; Albanian *deshi* ‘loved, desired, wished sth.’; Greek pres. *geúo/e-* (γεύομαι) is likewise middle ‘to taste, make proof of, examine, enjoy’, with GEN corresponding to Vedic *jjujuśa-āndhasas* (GEN); Gothic *kiusan* (:: pret. *kaus*) = ON *kjósa* (:: pret. *kaus*) = Vedic *jóṣa-t(i), jóśa* (RV 10.158.2a).

Greek also has active forms: pres. *γεύω* ‘to give a taste of GEN to someone ACC’; fut. *γεύεται* Anaxipp.; aor. *ἐγεύσα* Hdt., Eur.; but the rest is middle: *γεύομαι* (vide supra), fut. *γεύσομαι* Hom., Plat.; aor. *ἐγεύσαμην* Od., Hdt., Att.; Hom. subj. *γεύσεται*, *γεύομεθα*; perf. *γεύθηκα* Aesch., etc.; *γεύσα* Theocr. 14.51; plupf. *ἐγεύθηκε* Thuc. In line with our observations we can draw the inference that the active forms (*γεύω* etc.) continue previous “protomiddle” forms (see further Pooth 2019a for the original Proto-Indo-European antipassive construction and the most plausible syntactic motivation of the “protomiddle” to “neoactive” shift).
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